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Abstract: An efficient, robust, and specific stability-indicating UHPLC assay method was acquainted 

for simultaneous determination of antiretroviral agents doravirine (DOV), lamivudine (LVD), and 

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF). The determination of cited agents was performed on UPLC system 

using UPLC BEH C18 (150 mm × 2.1 mm) with 1.7 µm particle size column at ambient temperature 

using a solvent system in a proportion of (60:40 % v/v) acetonitrile: potassium dihydrogen 

orthophosphate buffer; pH 4.5 ± 0.2 was adjusted with 0.1 % OPA. The PDA detector was subjected to 

a wavelength of 235 nm. DOV, LVD, and TDF were experienced in various stress procedures of forced 

degradation experiments, as recommended by the ICH, to assess the established method's stability-

indicating practicability. Using the optimized procedure, selected agents were successfully 

distinguished from the peaks of their respective degradation products. Furthermore, the calibration 

curves for DOV, LVD, and TDF in over wide concentration ranges of 2–12μg/mL, 5–30μg/mL, and 5–

30μg/mL, respectively, with determination coefficients (r2) of 0.997, 0.9994, and 0.9994. The method 

validation assays had less than 2 % relative standard deviations for accuracy, precision, repeatability, 

and robustness. 

Keywords: doravirine; forced degradation investigation; fixed-dose combination; lamivudine; 

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate. 
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1. Introduction 

Doravirine (DOV) is very recent non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor 

(NNRTI) used in the treatment of HIV  infection, chemically it is 3-chloro-5-[1-[(4-methyl-5-

oxo-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl)methyl]-2-oxo-4-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-3-yl]oxybenzonitrile 

depicted in Figure 1a [1,2]. Lamivudine (LVD) is a dideoxynucleoside counterpart that 

experiences phosphorylation (intracellular) to produce LVD-triphosphate, the potential active 

metabolite. It inhibits viral reverse transcriptase and thereby suppresses replication of HIV by 

blocking viral reverse transcriptase competitively and stopping proviral DNA chain growth in 

HIV-infected cells; LVD intracellular elimination half-life was between 10.5 and 15.5 h[3-5]. 

LVD is 4-amino-1-[(2R,5S)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-oxathiolan-5-yl]pyrimidin-2-one depicted 
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in Figure 1b [6]. Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate (TDF)is a drug used in combination with other 

HIV drugs to help manage the infection. TDF is an analog of adenosine 5'-monophosphate that 

inhibits viral replication by getting involved with the HIV viral RNA-dependent DNA 

polymerase. ChemicallyTDF is specified as [[(2R)-1-(6-aminopurin-9-yl) propan-2-yl] 

oxymethyl-(propan-2-yloxycarbonyloxymethoxy) phosphoryl] oxymethylpropan-2-

ylcarbonate;but-2-enedioic acid depicted in (Figure 1c)[6,7]. 

   (a)                  (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (a) doravirine, (b) lamivudine, and (c) tenofovir disoproxil fumarate. 

Leading to the advancements of oral antiretrovirals, which are effective, simple, and 

normally well-tolerated, resulting in virologic reduction and decreased HIV transmission, HIV 

prevention and management have enhanced significantly in the last few years. Three 

antiretroviral agents consist of two nucleoside analog reverse transcriptase inhibitors combined 

with a third agent, either an integrase inhibitor, a non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, 

or a protease inhibitor is a now day's treatment for a person with HIV infection[8–11]. 

In terms of therapeutic efficacy, DLT, LVD, and TDF have been shown to have eagerly 

anticipated the prevention of HIV transmission. For the quantification and systematic 

chromatographic assessment of the cited antiretroviral drugs in their fixed-dose combination 

pharmaceutical formulation, developing an efficient, specific, and sensitive analytical approach 

is particularly important. 

Many research researchers have examined DOV, LVD, and TDF, either alone or in 

combination with other antiretroviral drugs in pharmaceutical and biological matrices 

exercising LC-MS/MS [12–22], HPLC [23–37], HPTLC [38–43], and spectrophotometry [44–

48].  

The literature's systematic review revealed no stability-indicating ultrahigh-

performance liquid-chromatography (UHPLC) method addressed for simultaneous 

quantification of DOV, LVD, and TDF in pharmaceutical formulation. The specific and 
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sensitive stability-indicating method is highly desirable for addressing pharmaceutical's 

intrinsic chemical stability characteristics, which have excellent therapeutic utility. 

Furthermore, developing an analytical method for the pharmaceuticals described above might 

be difficult for an analytical chemist, especially when each agent has unique physicochemical 

parameters like pH, pKa, and solubility. Hence, attempts were made to design and confirm 

efficient, robust, and specific UHPLC methods for quantifying DOV, LVD, and TDF in 

pharmaceutical formulation with forced-degradation experiments as per the recommendation 

ICH guidelines. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Material and reagent.  

Doravirine, Lamivudine, and Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate were kindly supplied by 

Merck Pharmaceutical LTD., and Abbott Pharmaceuticals PVT. LTD., India. Acetonitrile, 

methanol, and distilled water were HPLC grade and purchased from Merck, LTD., India. Other 

chemicals and reagents of analytical grade comprising orthophosphoric acid (OPA), hydrogen 

peroxide, sodium hydroxide, and HCl were obtained from Loba Chemie PVT. LTD., India.  

2.2. Marketed formulation.  

DelstrigoTM tablets labeled to encompass 100 mg of DOV, 300 mg of LVD, and 300 

mg of TDF each tablet was manufactured and marketed by Merck Pharmaceutical LTD., India.   

2.3. Preparation of stock standard solution.  

Stock standard solutions were made by dissolving 10 mg of DOV, 30 mg of LVD, and 

30 mg of TDF in a 100 mL calibrated flask containing 50 mL of methanol and manually 

shaking for 10 minutes. Finally, the amount was diluted to the point of the calibrated flask to 

obtain DOV, LVD, and TDF concentrations of 100 μg/mL, 300 μg/mL, and 300 μg/mL, 

respectively.  

2.3.1. Preparation of working solution.  

To get the 10 μg/mL, 30 μg/mL, and 30 μg/mL concentrations of working solution of 

DOV, LVD, and TDF was prepared by transferring an accurate volume of 1 mL into 10 mL of 

the calibrated flask from stock solutions. Then volume was diluted to the mark with the same. 

2.4. Instrumentation and chromatographic determination.  

The introduced method development and validation were achieved using an Agilent 

UPLC system (Agilent Technologies, USA) installed with a solvent delivery system, ACQ-

PDA detector, autosampler, and a thermostatically controlled column compartment. On a 

UPLC BEH C18 (150 mm × 2.1 mm) with a 1.7 µm particle size column as a stationary phase, 

UHPLC chromatographic quantifications of DOV, LVD, TDF, and their degradant products 

were examined. The solvent system in a proportion of (60:40 % v/v) acetonitrile: potassium 

dihydrogen orthophosphate buffer; pH 4.5 ± 0.2 was adjusted with 0.1 % OPA was ideally 

selected and before application, sonicated for 20 min and filtered through Ultipor® N66
® Nylon 

6, 6 membranes 0.2 μm filter paper. The temperature in the operative thermostatically 

controlled column compartment was around 30°C. An autosampler was used to inject 10 μL of 
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fixed volume (working solution). The PDA detector was adjusted to a wavelength range of 

190–380 nm, and DOV, LVD, and TDF were all monitored at 235 nm at the same time. The 

data was analyzed using the Empower® 3 software (Agilent Technologies, USA). 

2.5. Preparation of DelstrigoTM tablet solution.  

The tablet solution was prepared by weighing 20 tablets of DelstrigoTM (encompass 100 

mg of DOV, 300 mg of LVD, and 300 mg of TDF in one tablet) to estimate their average 

weight. An amount of powdered tablets equivalent per tablet was moved out into 100 mL of 

the calibrated flask, 50 mL of methanol was added. A sonicated and before made the volume 

to mark with same to achieve the 1000 μg/mL, 3000 μg/mL, 3000 μg/mL concentrations of 

DOV, LVD, and TDF; were filtered through a 0.45 μm membrane. The suitable volume of this 

was diluted with methanol to get the final concentrations of 4 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, and 10 μg/mL 

of DOV, LVD, and TDF. This solution was injected directly into the UPLC system.      

2.6. System suitability testing and calibration curves. 

The working standard solution comprising 10 μg/mL, 30 μg/mL, and 30 μg/mL 

concentrations of DOV, LVD, and TDF were prepared and injected (six determinations). The 

tailing factor, theoretical plate number, resolution, and percent relative standard deviation (% 

RSD) values for DOV, LVD, and TDF peaks were measured. The calibration curves for the 

specific UHPLC assay method were constructed over the concentration ranges of 2 – 12 μg/mL 

for DOV, 5 – 30 μg/mL for LVD, and 5 – 30 μg/mL TDF. Five times each concentration 

solution of analytes was produced and injected.  

3. Validation of UIHPLC method  

To establish an efficient, robust, and specific UHPLC assay method for DOV, LVD, 

and TDF in pharmaceutical formulations, the International Conference on Harmonization 

Q2(R1) parameters has been used [49].  

3.1. Accuracy.  

The accuracy (% recovery) of the proposed method was investigated regarding the 

standard addition technique. The known DOV, LVD, and TDF standards were added to the 

pre-analyzed tablet solution (DOV- 4 µg/mL, LVD- 10 µg/mL, and TDF- 10 µg/mL), and then 

experimental and valid values were compared. The % recovery was estimated through 80 %, 

100 %, and 120 % of the nominal analytical concentration.  

3.2. Precision.  

The repeatability, intra-day, and inter-day assay variability were measured to 

particularize the precision of the proposed method. The repeatability assay variability was 

assessed using injecting the six determinations (100 %) of 4 μg/mL of DOV and 10 μg/mL of 

LVD and TDF concentrations. Whereas intra-day and inter-day precision assay variability was 

assessed using injecting the 4, 6, and 8 μg/mL of DOV and 10, 15, and 20 μg/mL of LVD and 

TDF at various time frames on the same day and for three successive days. The recorded data 

were analyzed as a % RSD. 
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3.3. Sensitivity. 

The LOD and LOQ were determined using the standard deviation (N) of the DOV, 

LVD, and TDF (n=3) outcomes, as well as the slope of the calibration curve (B). LOD = 3.3 

N/B and LOQ = 10 N/B were the formulas used. Serial working dilutions of 2 – 4  μg/mL of 

DOV and 5 – 15 μg/mL of LVD and TDF ranges have been acknowledged and assessed. The 

designed method recorded LOD and LOQ values of 0.10 μg/mL and 0.30 μg/mL for DOV, 

0.18 μg/mL and 0.57 μg/mL for LVD and 0.15 μg/mL and 0.45 μg/mL for TDF, 

correspondingly. As a result, the design UHPLC method was found to be extremely sensitive 

to the solvent system.  

3.4. Robustness.      

The robustness of the design UHPLC method was determined by attempting to make 

substantial changes in the proportion of acetonitrile, column oven compartment temperature, 

and flow rate. Each independent variable's influence was calculated for the peak areas of DOV, 

LVD, and TDF. The selected independent variables for this analysis were varied as a proportion 

of acetonitrile (50 – 70 %), the temperature of the column oven compartment (25 – 35 ℃), and 

flow rate (0.2 – 0.4 mL/min). It was noticed that such independent variables did not affect the 

DOV, LVD, and TDF experiments. Therefore, the investigation of robustness determination 

has been addressed with 10 μg/mL of DOV and 20 μg/mL of LVD and TDF concentrations.   

3.5. Specificity and selectivity.  

The proposed method's selectivity and specificity were assessed using qualitatively 

identifying the interest of the analyte (DOV, LVD, TDF) in the context of components likely 

to be present in the pharmaceutical formulation and performing forced degradation studies 

(stress testing) with various stress experiments suggested by the ICH including, thermal 

degradation, photodegradation, oxidative degradation, acidic, alkaline, and neutral hydrolysis 

[50,51].   

3.5.1. Thermal degradation.  

3.5.1.1. Dry heat.  

The separately weighed 20 mg of DOV, LVD, and TDF standards were introduced into 

a sealed ampoule and placed into the digital controlled thermostatic hot air oven at 60 ℃ for 

ten h. The precise quantity of 10 mg of DOV, LVD, and TDF was separately dissolved in 

methanol. An adequate aliquot of stress-induced samples (0.1 mL) of the resulting solution was 

diluted with a solvent system to obtain concentrations of 10 µg/mL of DOV, LVD, and TDF 

were addressed.  

3.5.1.2. Wet heat.  

DOV, LVD, and TDF (1 mg/mL) stock solutions were kept in the digital controlled 

thermostatic hot air oven at 60 ℃ for 10 h. An adequate aliquot of stress DOV, LVD, and TDF 

samples (0.1 mL) of the resulting solution was diluted with the solvent system to obtain the 

concentrations of 10 µg/mL of DOV, LVD, and TDF and was analyzed. 
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3.5.2. Photodegradation.  

DOV, LVD, and TDF were photolyzed using solid samples (spreading as a thin layer 

on a petri dish) exposed to UV radiation at a rate of 360Wh/m2 for 10 days at 30°C, i.e., for 

short UV-254 nm and long UV-360 nm. A sufficient aliquot of stress-induced DOV, LVD, and 

TDF samples (0.1 mL) was removed and diluted with a solvent system to obtain DOV, LVD, 

and TDF concentrations of 10 µg/mL.  

3.5.3. Oxidative degradation.  

DOV, LVD, and TDF oxidative stress studies were carried out by precisely solubilizing 

10 mg of DOV, LVD, and TDF into a separate calibrated flask (6 % H2O2 v/v). Methanol was 

used to dilute the volume to the mark of a calibrated flask. The resulting solution was kept dark 

at room temperature for two days to prevent significant oxidation by light. Then, a sufficient 

aliquot of stress-induced DOV, LVD, and TDF samples (0.1 mL) was removed and diluted 

with a solvent system to obtain DOV, LVD, and TDF concentrations of 10 µg/mL.  

3.5.4. Acidic hydrolysis.  

 Acidic hydrolytic stress studies for DOV, LVD, and TDF were conducted by specifically 

solubilizing 10 mg of DOV in 1 M methanolic HCl and LVD and TDF in 10 mL of 0.5 M 

methanolic HCl in a calibrated flask. The resulting solution of DOV as kept in the dark at room 

temperature for 2 days and prepared solutions of LVD and TDF were transferred to a 50 mL 

RBF, fitted with a reflux condenser, and refluxed at 80°C for 12 h in a thermostatic water bath 

for LVD, and TDF. First, a sufficient aliquot of stress-induced DOV, LVD, and TDF samples 

(1.0 mL) was removed and neutralized with a 1.0 M and 0.5 M methanolic NaOH solution of 

equivalent concentration. After that, 10 µg/mL DOV, LVD, and TDF concentrations were 

obtained by diluting 0.1 mL of the resulting solutions with a solvent system and addressed as 

per the established UHPLC method.   

3.5.5. Alkaline hydrolysis.  

Alkaline hydrolytic stress studies for DOV, LVD, and TDF were performed by 

specifically solubilizing 10 mg of DOV, LVD, and TDF in 10 mL of 1 M and 2 M methanolic 

NaOH in a calibrated flask. The resulting solutions were transferred to a 50 mL RBF, fitted 

with a reflux condenser, and refluxed at 80°C for 6 h in a thermostatic water bath for DOV, 

LVD, and TDF. Next, a sufficient aliquot of stress-induced DOV, LVD, and TDF samples (1.0 

mL) was removed and neutralized with a 1 M and 2 M methanolic HCl solution of equivalent 

concentration. After that, 10 µg/mL DOV, LVD, and TDF concentrations were obtained by 

diluting 0.1 mL of the resulting solutions with a solvent system and addressed as per the 

established UHPLC method.  

3.5.6. Neutral hydrolysis.  

To investigate the effects of hydrolysis on DOV, LVD, and TDF in a neural state. The 

hydrolytic effect stress studies began with the precise solubilization of 10 mg of DOV, LVD, 

and TDF into a 10 mL calibrated flask with methanol as a stressor. The resulting solution was 

kept in the dark at room temperature for 10 days to prevent significant light oxidation. Next, a 

sufficient aliquot of stress-induced DOV, LVD, and TDF samples (0.1 mL) was removed and 
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diluted with a solvent system to obtain DOV, LVD, and TDF concentrations of 10 µg/mL. 

With neutral hydrolysis, it was discovered that such therapeutic agents were virtually stable. 

As such, no degradation was noticed when subjected to neutral hydrolysis at room temperature 

for 10 days.  

4. Results and Discussion 

In UHPLC determination, the selection of appropriate stationary phase (dimensions and 

length of analytical columns) and solvent system based on the physicochemical characteristics 

of selected drug candidates. It is crucial when the selected analytes contain a high carbon 

content and are more hydrophobic. Thus, they can be separated and well-resolved with the 

application of C8 or C18 stationary phases and more polar organic solvent systems with 

optimum flow rates. Hence, the development of the UHPLC method was commenced with 100 

% v/v of acetonitrile, but the faster elution and poor resolution of analytes of interest were 

noticed. Thereby, various proportions of acetonitrile and water (90:10 % v/v to 20:80 % v/v) 

steps have been taken to obtain the well-resolved and symmetrical peak shapes of DOV, LVD, 

and TDF. At all events, limited separation was observed except in the (60:40 % v/v) proportions 

of acetonitrile, and potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate gave quite a well-resolution of 

selected analytes with considerable tailing of peaks were marked. The shape of peaks, tailing 

factors, retention times, theoretical plates, and resolution were affected by the alteration in the 

proportions of the solvent system, flow rates, and distinct dimensions and length of analytical 

columns.   

Ultimately, using a solvent system in a proportion of (60:40 % v/v) acetonitrile and 

potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate buffer; pH 4.5 ± 0.2 was adjusted with 0.1 % OPA was 

optimized, which gave symmetrical peaks of analytes using UPLC BEH C18 (150 mm × 2.1 

mm) with 1.7 µm particle size column at flow rate 0.3 mL/min with PDA detection monitored 

at 235 nm. Following specified chromatographic conditions, quite symmetrical and sharp peaks 

of DOV, LVD, and TDF were recorded at a retention time of DOV, LVD, and TDF were 2.786 

± 0.013 min, 1.037 ± 0.022 min, and 1.923 ± 0.018 min, respectively depicted in Figure 2. In 

contrast, the outcomes of system suitability testing are presented in Table 1.  

 
Figure 2. Optimized chromatogram of doravirine, lamivudine, and tenofovir disoproxil fumarate.  

Table 1. System suitability testing and analysis of DLT, LVD, and TDF in pharmaceutical formulation. 

System suitability parameters Analysis of Tablets 

Drugs Tailing 

factor 

Theoretical 

plates 

Resolution Retention times                 

[min ± SD; n=6] 

DelstrigoTM tablets [ % Amount 

found ± SD] 

[Label claim DOV 50 mg/ LVD 

300 mg/ TDF 300 mg] 
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DOV 1.01 2894.84 -  2.786 ± 0.013 99.39 ± 0.35 

LVD 1.33 2015.16 2.46 1.037 ± 0.022 99.70 ± 0.35 

TDF 1.08 2484.64 2.95 1.923 ± 0.018 100.22 ± 0.41 

* n= number of determinations, SD= standard deviation 

The calibration curves were designed in the ranges of concentration of 2 - 12 μg/mL, 5 

- 30 μg/mL, and 5 - 30 μg/mL for DLT, LVD, and TDF. The equation of linear regression to 

develop a relationship as calibration curves were recorded to be y = 69716x + 3900.5 with 

determination coefficient (r2) 0.9997 for DOV, y = 36424x – 211.25 with r2 0.9994 for LVD, 

and y = 38921x + 21722 with r2 0.9994. The linear regression equations are the slope and 

intercepts at which X is equal to zero, shown in Figure 3. Moreover, the proposed UHPLC 

method was confirmed with the Q2R1 benchmark of ICH for accuracy, precision, sensitivity, 

i.e., LOD and LOQ, robustness, selectivity, and specificity. The % recovery of the established 

UHPLC method was investigated using the standard addition technique at three different 

percentage levels, i.e., 80 %, 100 %, and 120 % of the nominal analytical concentration, and 

addressed as per the introduced method. Table 2 highlighted the % recoveries with standard 

deviation (SD) and % RSD of each percentage level for DOV, LVD, and TDF. The approach 

was shown to be very accurate and adequate for its intended usage in recovery studies.  
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(c) 

Figure 3. Calibration curves for (a) doravirine; (b) lamivudine; (c) tenofovir disoproxil fumarate. 

Table 2. Accuracy of the proposed HPLC method. 

Drugs Level of study [%]  % Recovery ± SDa Grand average ± SDb 

DOV 80 99.56 ± 0.64 100.19 ± 0.96 

100 100.01 ± 1.29 

120 101.00 ± 0.96 

LVD 80 100.52 ± 1.05 100.71 ± 0.57 

100 100.99 ± 0.15 

120 100.61 ± 0.50 

TDF 80 100.58 ± 0.27 100.62 ± 0.24 

100 100.45 ± 0.11 

120 100.83 ± 0.33 
a Average % recovery of the three different solutions at each % level concentration of drugs. 

b Average of % recovery of the three different levels concentration of drugs. 

The repeatability assay variability was assessed for a proposed method using the six 

concentrations (100 %) of DOV, LVD, and TDF. Intra-day and inter-day assay variability was 

confirmed by introducing three distinct concentrations of DOV, LVD, and TDF on the same 

day and inter-day by introducing the same concentration solutions for three successive days. 

The % RSD of the peak area of analytes was estimated to display precision assay variability. 

The approach was shown to be well-enough precise with % RSD less than 2 %.  

Table 3. Precision analysis for DOV, LVD, and TDF. 

Precision analysis  Standard concentrations of drugs 

 DOV [μg/mL] LVD [μg/mL] TDF [μg/mL] 

 4 6 8 10 15 20 10 15 20 

Intra-day assay 

% Amount found [n=3] 98.63 99.87 99.21 99.04 100.55 99.18 99.46 99.40 99.82 

% RSD 0.68 0.95 1.15 0.54 0.51 0.59 0.58 1.37 0.17 

Inter-day assay 

% Amount found [n=3]  99.10 99.22   99.59  99.41 99.95 99.20 99.46 99.63 99.88 

% RSD 1.12 1.34 0.51 1.22 0.89 0.77 0.95 1.03 0.44 

 DOV [9 μg/mL] LVD [ 20 μg/mL] TDF [ 20 μg/mL] 

Repeatability assay 

% Amount found ±SD  100.06 ± 1.20 99.72 ± 0.41 100.32 ± 0.32 

% RSD [n=6] 1.20 0.41 0.32 

* n= number of determinations, SD= standard deviation, and %RSD= percent relative standard deviation. 

The intra-day, inter-day, and repeatability assay variability findings are represented in 

Table 3. Different concentrations were used to determine the LOD and LOQ. The LOD and 
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LOQ were recorded to be 0.10 μg/mL and 0.30 μg/mL for DOV, 0.18 μg/mL and 0.57 μg/mL 

for LVD and 0.15 μg/mL and 0.45 μg/mL for TDF, correspondingly. Slightly varying 

conditions of separation analysis performed the robustness of the method. The results showed 

that slight variations in experimental procedure (detection of wavelength, temperature of 

column oven compartment, and flow rate) had a negligible effect on the peak areas of DOV, 

LVD, and TDF. The recorded results of robustness studies are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Assessment of methods robustness for estimation of DOV, LVD, and TDF. 

Drugs  Experimental Parameters 

 Proportion of acetonitrile 

(50 - 70 %) 

Column oven temperature 

 [25 -35 ℃ ] 

Flow rate  

[ 0.2 – 0.4 mL/min] 

DOV       

Mean peak area ± SD [n=6] 700259.24 ± 7136.40 699053.51 ± 7656.30 702582.25 ± 5009.12 

% RSD 1.01 1.01 0.70 

LVD 

Mean peak area ± SD [n=6] 721182.25 ± 2745.38 725886.55 ± 2680.09 725997.34 ± 2134.2 

% RSD 0.37 0.36 0.29 

TDF 

Mean peak area ± SD [n=6] 794425.67 ± 1679.81 794831.18 ± 1723.75 795864.84 ± 2639.4 

% RSD 0.20 0.21 0.33 

* n= number of determinations, SD= standard deviation, and %RSD= percent relative standard deviation. 

Table 5. Forced degradation experiment outlined data for DOV, LVD, and TDF. 

Stressor conditions Number of 

impurities 

Rt of impurities 

[min] 

% 

Degradation 

DOV 

1 M HCl for 2 days 02 1.096, 1.201 4.89, 1.65 

1 M NaOH at 80°C for 6 h 00 Stable 

6 % H2O2 v/v at room temperature for 2 days                01 2.972 6.34 

Dry heat at 80°C for 10 h 00 Stable  

Wet heat  

Digital controlled thermostatic            hot air oven at 80 

℃ for 10 h 

01 3.298 1.58 

LVD 

0.5 M methanolic HCl for 80°C for 12 h 01 1.696 6.17 

2 M NaOH at 80°C for 6 h 01 1.013 5.74 

6 % H2O2 v/v at room temperature for 2 days 02 0.835, 0.921 6.48, 3.22 

Dry heat at 60°C for 10 h 01 1.108 6.98 

Wet heat  

Digital controlled thermostatic  

hot air oven at 60 ℃ for 10 h 

00 Stable 

TDF 

0.5 M methanolic HCl for 80°C for 12 h 02 1.842, 2.401 14.15, 5.67 

2 M NaOH at 80°C for 6 h 01 1.823 12.52 

6 % H2O2 v/v at room temperature for 2 days 01 1.972 9.43 

Dry heat at 60°C for 10 h 00 Stable 

Wet heat  

Digital controlled thermostatic hot air oven at 60 ℃ for 

10 h 

01 2.486 4.31 

In addition to this, selectivity and specificity were assessed by qualitatively recognizing 

the DOV, LVD, TDF in the presence of common additives most likely to be found in the drug's 

formulation. It was noticed that all analytes were consistently well-resolved from the same. 

Furthermore, forced degradation studies were also investigated to address the UHPLC method's 

specificity by executing the thermal degradation, photodegradation, oxidative, acidic, and 

alkaline hydrolysis to DOV, LVD, and TDF. The proposed UHPLC method was specific and 
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sensitive to separate the analytes of interest from their degradation products. The degradation 

pattern of the specified analytes across various stress mediums is tabulated in Table 5. The 

ability of the intended UHPLC measure to determine intact the analytes of interest with no 

impurities (degradation products) under each of these environments demonstrate the planned 

study results stability-indicating potential and, as a result, addresses the method's specificity. 

Quantification of DOV, LVD, and TDF in DelstrigoTM tablets was done using the 

proposed UHPLC method, with 4 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, and 10 μg/mL of DOV, LVD, and TDF 

concentrations. The assay was performed as guidelines. Satisfactory findings were obtained for 

tablet formulation, which was in good agreement with the label claim. Table 1 shows the 

outcome of the pharmaceutical formulation assay study. 

5. Conclusions  

The simultaneous quantification of doravirine, lamivudine, and tenofovir disoproxil 

fumarate in pure standard and pharmaceutical formulation, a simple gradient, efficient, and 

specific UHPLC method is described. The introduced method was confirmed for accuracy, 

precision, specificity, sensitivity, and robustness were all tested according to ICH's 

recommendation. The implemented protocol for chromatographic determination is simple 

quick. It does not require the use of any tedious sample pre-treatment procedure and higher 

consumption of organic polar solvents and or any derivative reagents. The approach is capable 

of distinguishing cited analytes from degradation products developed during forced 

degradation experiments. The chromatograms further show that all active component peaks 

were well-resolved from impurities in the stress testing. The analytical method met all of the 

validation guidelines' recognition requirements. It can be exploited to provide stability data in 

pharmaceutical formulation by simultaneously evaluating dolutegravir, lamivudine, and 

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate. Furthermore, this strongly suggests that the method can be 

implemented for any stability and validation investigation.  
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